
 

Professional editing suite to create captivating video content You’ve got a great idea for a video, but don’t know how to use
expensive editing software to get it done? Waves Platinum Native Bundle 4.0 offers everything you need to get professional-
looking video content without the high price tag. Get the complete suite, including Audition RAR for free if you buy now. You
can also select individual products if that works better for your needs. 

With Waves Platinum Native Bundle 4. 0 you can: Waves Platinum Native Bundle 4.0 includes:

For more information on Waves Platinum BUNDLE 4.0 naming convention, please visit the following link:
https://support.waves.com/hc/en-us/articles/203811696-Waves-Platinum-Bundle-4-2

An updated version of Waves Platinum native plugin bundle is now available for download and installation at:
https://support.waves. com/hc/en-us/articles/203811731-Waves-Platinum-Bundle-4-3

This bundle contains the following plugins:

This bundle contains the following plugins:

"Plugins contained in the Platinum Masters collection are not interchangeable with those contained in Waves' regular Platinum
Plugins collection. If you're looking for a plugin from Waves' regular Platinum Plugins collection, please go to
www.waves.com/product_info.php?products_id=8381."

All plugins contained in this bundle are available as standalones and can be purchased at: https://www.waves.com/product_info.
php?products_id=8385

It is recommended that users install this version of Waves Studio to get the latest versions of all plugins in the Platinum bundle.
Waves Studio provides integrated access to all Waves plugins. It contains over 50 tools that are essential for audio post-
production, mixing and mastering including award-winning plugins like L1 Ultramaximizer, multiple award-winning plugin SSL
E Channel, Select Bus Compressors, Renaissance Reverb and Renaissance Vox. Many other audio effects are available via
bundled plugins in the Platinum Mastering Collection. All plugins MIDI controlled - check user guide for details. Waves
Platinum Plugin bundle allows you to activate the following products on your SoundGrid platform.

Platinum Plugins are no longer available on v4 or above of Waves SSL console. Please visit this link for more information:
https://waves.com/community/forum/content-tabs-and-preferences/question-cache?seq=2455&from_q_view=531

The Platinum Bundle 4.0 contains the following plugins:

The Platinum Bundle 4.0 contains the following plugins:

The Platinum Bundle 5.0 contains the following plugins:
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